Paint-A-Truck!

At Lehigh Hanson, we are proud of what we do! What better way to show it than paint it on a truck! It's a fun way to showcase programs like Build with Strength, support charitable organizations and promote services like our OnSite Mobile App!
Cement vs Concrete

Cement is an important ingredient for making Concrete! That is to say it's like the flour in a cake!
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Meet Our

Big Yellow Machines

Front End Loader
(Bucket Loader):

Good for picking up
and loading materials

Good for sand

Goes 15 mph
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Haul Truck:
Strong!
Good for heavy loads
Makes 58 rounds a day
Help Drive the Truck Through the Quarry!

FINISH
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Dress For Success!

Working at Lehigh Hanson means dealing with many dangerous situations! From construction sites, to quarries, to testing labs, safety is important at Lehigh Hanson!

When going to work, always remember to Suit Up!

- Hard Hat
- Work Gloves
- Safety Glasses
- Safety Vest
- Steel Toe Boots
Believe in Biodiversity

Our plants and quarries are home to many different diverse species! Protecting local wildlife and ecosystems is a big part of Lehigh Hanson’s commitment to sustainability and community involvement!

These are some of the animals you may spot in our many locations:

- Hines Emerald Dragonfly
  Romeoville Quarry, IL
- Snow Goose
  Nazareth, PA
- Peregrine
  Edmonton, AB
- Little Brown Bats
  Edmonton, AB
- Bald Eagle
  Downingtown, PA
- Red Fox
  Wagner Quarry, OH
- American white pelican
  Morris, IL
- Orca
  Vancouver, BC
- Trumpeter Swans
  Mason City, IA
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